Product List: Assistive Technology and other relevant products for children and people with disabilities in emergencies
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1. Assistive products

a. Hearing aids

**S0003994**: Hearing aid, adult, BTE-P, prg (Programmable behind-the-ear)  
This electronic device amplifies and transmits sound for adults with moderate-to-profound hearing loss

**S0003995**: Hearing aid, adult, BTE-SP, prg- This electronic device amplifies and transmits sound for children with mild-to-severe hearing loss.

**S0003996**: Hearing aid, adult, BTE-P, preprg Preprogrammed behind-the-ear digital hearing aid. This electronic device amplifies and transmits sound for adults with mild-to-severe hearing loss

**S0003997**: Hearing aid, child, BTE-P, prg Programmable behind-the-ear digital hearing aid. This electronic device amplifies and transmits sound for children with moderate-to-profound hearing loss.

**S0003998**: Hearing aid, child, BTE-SP, prg- Programmable behind-the-ear digital hearing aid. This electronic device amplifies and transmits sound for children with mild-to-severe hearing loss.

b. Wheelchairs and cushions

Ongoing tender – can be sourced if urgent; All are available in adult and paediatric sizes.

**Transport wheelchair**: An assistant controlled indoor wheelchair for transferring patients. These chairs are designed for short-term use only and will break down quickly if used outdoors.

**Active urban and intermediate wheelchairs**: Primarily for people who self-propel, active urban chairs are suitable for indoor and outdoor environments in cities. People with advanced mobility skills may also use them for short distances on uneven terrain.

**Active rough terrain wheelchairs**: Primarily for people who self-propel, this chair is robust and durable, suitable for long-term use in outdoor environments in rough terrain.

**Postural support wheelchairs**: The most advanced category of wheelchair, these larger chairs provide support on the sides, back and neck of patients. They can be both assistant controlled and self-propelled.

**Wheelchair seat cushions**: Postural support, Pressure redistribution – moderate immersion/off-loading. Pressure redistribution – deep immersion/off-loading
c. Hand-powered tricycle:  
www.supply.unicef.org/catalogsearch/result/?q=+tricycle

2. Hygiene Kit for people with disabilities  
(New! Suppliers for kit have been identified, can order ad hoc, not in UNICEF catalogue).  
Kit contains:

- Wet wipes (120 pcs in a pack, hypoallergenic)  
- Diapers for adults  
- Absorbent pad (for elderly people and people with disabilities)  
- Disposable gloves, 100 pieces in a box, size M, Material: 100% latex  
- More detail, including in Ukrainian - Copy of PSN hygiene kit ABCD.xls

3. Inclusive products (links go to UNICEF catalogue for more info).

- Latrine Add-On  
- Disability tricycle, hand-powered  
- School-in-a-box, 40 students, 2016  
- Children w/ Disability Guide SIB Kit (explains how to use contents of existing kit with children with disabilities)  
- Children w/ Disability Guide ECD Kit  
- Children w/ Disability Guide REC Kit

4. Inclusive toys made from cardboard boxes*  
See designs here: Project play inclusive designs.pptx  
*Use clean card without ink or glue on it (unless food grade).

5. Mobile phone apps assessed by UNICEF for persons with disabilities  
The UNICEF App Catalogue: www.unicef.org/appcatalogue/search-all-apps

6. Assistive Product Guidelines from WHO  
Assistive product specifications and how to use them: https://extranet.who.int/iris/restricted/handle/10665/339851

NOTE: Please contact Supply Division if products for children and people with disabilities are required that or not on this list, or if you need technical support for products for children with disabilities in emergencies.

Dennis Soendergaard  Innovation and Product Specialist, Supply Division: dsoendergaard@unicef.org  
Muhidin Abdulla  Technical Specialist, Product Innovation Centre, Supply Division: muabdulla@unicef.org  
Contact: for AT programming advice: Fernando Botelho, Specialist, Assistive Technology, PG Disability: fbotelho@unicef.org
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